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The development of technology there are still many deficiency, especially in  
the field of communication tools, such as receiving text messages and send replies  
directly is very time-consuming considerable, Moreover, sms replies sent to have the  
same format and sms reply will be sent with what the sender wants.
GAMMU,  sms  gateway  software.  Gammu  is  Open  Source  Software  that  
serves to set and manipulate SMS data entry or exit. Gammu itself already known,  
then operate it with ease in a lot of users and enthusiasts who use the gammu sms  
gateway as the main software. Besides easy to use, many devices that support modem  
and gsm modem / mobile phone quite a lot of support. Gammu can even be combined  
with a database, and it is more helpful in storing data and simplify work processes.  
The Database is MySQL support on GAMMU. 
Within this  application using gammu.  This  application will  send sms 
automatically. Gammu along with phpmyadmin and mysql in use in this application 
process.  These  applications facilitate students  in their  subject access schedule.  
Students just send the request via sms handpone, with student identification numbers.  
gammu will process through a modem device and give the results.
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